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Abstract. The past decade has witnessed the emergence of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET), specializing from the
well-known Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) to Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) wireless
communications. While the original motivation for Vehicular Networks was to promote traffic safety, recently it has become
increasingly obvious that Vehicular Networks open new vistas for Internet access, providing weather or road condition, parking
availability, distributed gaming, and advertisement. In previous papers [27,28], we introduced Cooperation as a Service (CaaS);
a new service-oriented solution which enables improved and new services for the road users and an optimized use of the
road network through vehicle’s cooperation and vehicle-to-vehicle communications. The current paper is an extension of
the first ones; it describes an improved version of CaaS and provides its full implementation details and simulation results.
CaaS structures the network into clusters, and uses Content Based Routing (CBR) for intra-cluster communications and DTN
(Delay – and disruption-Tolerant Network) routing for inter-cluster communications. To show the feasibility of our approach,
we implemented and tested CaaS using Opnet modeler software package. Simulation results prove the correctness of our
protocol and indicate that CaaS achieves higher performance as compared to an Epidemic approach.
Keywords: Intelligent transportation systems, VANET, publish/subscribe, cluster, CBR, DTN routing

1. Introduction
Over the last few decades, the need for better transportation systems has grown significantly. The
number of vehicles on the road has approached critical mass [32], forcing government transportation
departments across more and more countries to develop Intelligent Transportation Systems [4], which
refer to broad range of diverse technologies, including information processing, sensors, communications,
control, and electronics. Combining these technologies in innovative ways and integrating them into the
transportation system will save lives, time and resources by simplifying data exchange between roadside
infrastructure and vehicles. Some of this data is collected to support real-time traveler information and
traffic control, whereas other data is collected and used off-line to help characterize typical travel patterns
and project future traffic conditions [10].
Recently, the emphasis in the area of Intelligent Transportation Systems has turned to cooperative
systems in which the vehicles communicate with each other and/or with the infrastructure. Such
cooperative systems can greatly increase the quality and reliability of information available about the
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vehicles, their location and the road environment. They enable improved and new services for the road
users, which, in turn, will lead to greater transport efficiency, by making better use of the capacity of
the available infrastructure and by managing varying demands, and increased safety, by improving the
quality and reliability of information and allowing the implementation of advanced safety applications.
These cooperative systems make a combined use of both Vehicular Sensor Networks (VSN) and
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET). Unlike a traditional wireless sensor network in which optimizing
energy consumption is the main challenge [26], vehicles in a vehicular sensor network are typically not
affected by limitations in power, computational capacities or memory. In fact, vehicles can be easily
equipped with powerful processing and storage units, multiple wireless interfaces (e.g. Wifi, Bluetooth
and 2G/3G), Event Data Recorders (EDRs) [12], and sensing devices of some complexity (e.g. GPS
receivers, cameras, vibration sensors and acoustic sensors). Depending on its equipment, a car ‘knows’
about its speed (tachometer), the actual location (GPS), distance to the next car (distance control),
destination of the actual trip (navigation system) and the actual weather conditions (rain and temperature
sensor) [20].
Many car manufacturers have also been installing wireless connectivity equipment in their vehicles
to enable communications with roadside base stations and also between vehicles, for the purposes of
safety, driving assistance, and entertainment. The two primary distinct features of vehicle networks are
that: 1◦ ) Vehicles can be highly mobile, with speed up to 30 m/s and 2◦ ) Their mobility patterns are
more predictable than those of nodes in Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET), extensively studied in the
literature (see, for example [38], and the references therein), due to the constraints imposed by roads,
speed limits, and commuting habits. Therefore, these networks require specific tradeoffs and identify a
novel research area, i.e., Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET).
VANETs support two types of communication: Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I). While V2V deals with communication among vehicles themselves, V2I is concerned about
transmitting information between a vehicle and the fixed infrastructure installed along the road, e.g.
roadside base stations [11] that can be connected with each other or, depending on the deployment
scenarios, can also be connected to the Internet. V2V and V2I communications are made possible via the
DSRC/WAVE (Dedicated Short Range Communications/Wireless Access in a Vehicular environment)
standard [19] which is a short to medium range communication technology operating in the 5.9 GHz.
Readers can find a detailed overview of the DSRC standards in [19].
The potential applications of vehicular networks offer vast opportunity [14]. While the past decade
has witnessed a proliferation of mainly vehicular safety applications [3], such as Electronic Brake
Warning (EBW), Vehicle Stability Warning (VSW), application On-coming Traffic Warning (OTW) and
Lane Change Warning (LCW), many other innovative applications can be achieved by combining high
accuracy positioning, inter-vehicular communication technologies and the on-board array of sensors.
Vehicle infotainment system (VIS) [17], as an example, has gained much attention recently due to
its promising usage in a wide range of Internet-based services, ranging from location-aware services
such those in [7], on-demand traveling information and traffic conditions, to rich media news and
video distribution [13]. Vehicles can also act like mobile sensors monitoring parameters such as road
and weather conditions, parking lots availability (like in [1]) or traffic density (like in [8,29]). Such
information can be shared among vehicles in order to perform route optimization or adaptations of
driving behavior. Internet access was one of the earliest applications proposed for VANET. The idea
is to allow drivers to share their underutilized network resource with other drivers who may need to
access the Internet while on the move. Free Internet access can also be combined with some form of
advertisement distribution like in [21], where cars carry and distribute advertisement using mainly singlehop inter-vehicle communication. The same idea is found in [31], where the authors propose AdTorrent;
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an extension of the physical billboards that allows drivers to download advertisements of interest using
a location-sensitive distributed mechanism. Other applications such as RoadSpeak [39], which allows
drivers to communicate on the road via voice chat messages, interactive online games [35], and video
applications (video-phoning and teleconferencing) [36] might not be a driving force for VANET in the
immediate future.
Motivated by finding solutions to problems such as the lost of worker productivity and fuel, and the
high level of CO2 emissions due to traffic congestion, the increase of the number of fatalities directly
attributable to traffic-related incidents and the huge cost related to Intelligent Transportation Systems,
we described in previous papers [27,28], a new service-oriented solution for VANETs, referred to as
Cooperation as a Service or CaaS, that extends the two novel types of Vehicular Cloud services: Network as a Service (NaaS) and Storage as a Service (SaaS) introduced in [33]. CaaS allows providing
vehicles/drivers, which are willing to cooperate, with some sets of services using very minimal infrastructure, by taking advantage of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications. CaaS enables the integration
of a set of improved services for the road users through a novel hybrid publish/subscribe mechanism
we introduced. In [27], the proposed mechanism structures the network into clusters, and uses Content Based Routing (CBR) for intra-cluster communications and geographic routing for inter-cluster
communications.
The main limitation of this previous version is the use of geographic routing for inter-cluster communications which assumes that nodes are capable of determining their own position either through GPS
devices (such as Navigator Systems) mounted on the vehicles, or by deploying virtual coordinates [2].
Since our main objective is to provide all vehicles with services they subscribed to, regardless of whether
they are equipped with a navigator device or not, it would be unfair to consider that all vehicles in the
network need to be equipped with such devices to benefit from a certain service. In this paper, we overcome the limitations of the previous version by using DTN routing [18] for inter-cluster communications
instead of geographic routing. Our choice will be justified throughout this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews some related work in the area of
data dissemination in VANETs and highlights our contribution. Section 3 describes the improved version
of our cooperative solution for VANET. Implementation details and simulation results are provided in
Section 4. Finally, Section 6 offers concluding remarks and directions for future work.
2. Data dissemination in VANETs
Before a VANET-based application can start to process and propagate data, local measurements need
to be made. These local observations are application-dependant and are usually obtained through the car
integrated sensors. Reading information from these sensors alone can indeed provide important information. As an example, reading the speedometer of a vehicle may allow conclusions to be drawn about
the traffic conditions. But, integrating and combining information from different sources will make such
conclusions even more accurate. Authors in [34] examine a system that aims at integrating measurements
from multiple sources through sensor fusion techniques in order to provide useful information about the
current road condition.
After obtaining local measurements, information has to be disseminated to interested parties. Nevertheless, due to the capacity constraints [15] in VANET, it is technically unfeasible to deliver detailed and
regularly updated information to all participants in the network. The key idea is to combine information
from a cooperative VANET using measurement summarizing and aggregation mechanisms which aim
at reducing the generated amount of data. Further details about data fusion techniques can be found
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in [30]. It is also important to determine whether an event (e.g., a traffic congestion) or a resource (e.g.,
an available parking space) is relevant to a vehicle. Authors [6] in propose a general data management
architecture for vehicular networks that allows to select, among the events received, the events that are
relevant to the vehicle and so may be also relevant to the driver using geographic vectors and maps.
Depending on the application, information needs also to be shared among vehicles that are interested
in it. These vehicles might need to adapt their behavior based on the received information. One
way of distributing this information inside the network is to use flooding which simply consists of
rebroadcasting the information by each node which receives it. Since this naı̈ve approach may lead to
severe congestions in the network, many approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem and
mainly aim at influencing the forwarding behavior of vehicles by either adapting the time to forward, the
geographic area where to forward [24] or by simply placing rules on whether a vehicle should forward
or not. Readers can find details on the use of these flooding techniques in [37,41].
Despite the use of these flooding techniques and due to wireless signal dynamics, node mobility and
vehicular networks density, especially in big cities, poor performance of flooding-based routing protocols
has been noticed [43]. As an alternative, geographic routing has been chosen in many routing algorithms
used for VANET. Geographic-based routing protocols exploit both local information and information
about the surrounding road topology to route packets. In some scenarios, information about speed,
direction or route plan can also be used. Details about the most used geographic-based routing protocols
in VANET can be found in [22,23,45]. The most important assumption that almost every geographic
routing protocol makes is that nodes are capable of determining their own position. This can be done
either by equipping vehicles with GPS devices; a navigation system available on more and more vehicles
nowadays can provide location information, or by deploying virtual coordinates, such as in [2], which
consists in assigning some elected nodes in the network coordinates and letting the rest of the nodes
obtain their virtual coordinates either through triangulation techniques or by averaging the coordinates
of their neighbors.
In many application scenarios, another class of routing paradigms known as Content-Based Routing
(CBR) is used to achieve better performances. In CBR, the sender simply injects the message in the
network, which then determines how to route it according to the nodes’ interests (or subscriptions).
CBR is proposed as an efficient publish/subscribe approach in many Service-Oriented Architectures
(SOAs) [5].
The fact that vehicular networks are highly mobile and sometimes sparse complicates finding an endto-end connection to disseminate such data efficiently. DTN (Delay – and disruption-Tolerant Network)
routing [18] is based on the principle of store-and-forward; that is, a message can be buffered at a node
until an appropriate next hop appears. Then, the node forwards the message to the next such hop.
Therefore, instead of waiting for a path to the destination, messages can be forwarded to intermediate
nodes, which in turn would buffer these packets for some period of time and then forward them to other
nodes. This process can be continued until some intermediate node eventually comes in contact with
the destination node and delivers the message to it. Let us take, as an example, an alert application that
propagates emergency messages when accidents occur. Just after the accident the application forwards
a message that is rapidly propagated in order for the upcoming vehicles to brake and stop. There will be
no need for the last vehicle which received the message to send it if there are no more neighbors to send
packet to. The intelligent decision is to buffer the packet and forward it as soon as a new approaching
vehicle is detected which will save another accident
In our work, we aim at integrating as many VANET-based services as possible and allowing the driver
to select those he/she is interested in. Cooperation among vehicles is the key point in our framework.
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This collaboration is illustrated through the novel publish/subscribe mechanism we propose for VANET;
participants can act as publishers who generate information (either local or collaborative measurements)
and subscribers are drivers who express their interests in a set of services and who are willing to cooperate
to provide other subscribers with the information they are interested in.
Our work deals with three major challenges in VANET:
– we suppose a partially structured vehicular network;
– not all vehicles would be interested in collaborating, so they should not be affected;
– we deal with network fragmentation and the resultant lack of continuous end-to-end connectivity at
any given instant.
The proposed solution will enable improved driving conditions and an optimized use of the road
network. In fact, CaaS will allow:
– A decrease in the cost related to Intelligent Transportation Systems, since our solution performs well
even when no infrastructure is available.
– A reduction in the severity of road congestions and CO2 pollution, at the same time, time and fuel
saving. Vehicles act like mobile sensors monitoring parameters such as road and weather conditions,
or traffic density. Our solution allows such information to be shared among vehicles in order to
perform route optimization or adaptations of driving behavior.
– Improving driver’s safety and preventing rear-ending accidents. Our solution allows vehicles to alert
the surrounding cars of its braking manoeuvres for example.
– A more enjoyable driving experience (Internet access, interactive online games...).
3. CaaS: Cooperation as a service
As stated earlier, our framework deploys a publish/subscribe interaction scheme. With publish/subscribe models; participants can act as subscribers who express their interest in an event, or a pattern
of events, and publishers who submit information regarding those events to the system. Readers can
find a detailed survey on this communication paradigm in [9]. Such a scheme is well adapted to the
loosely coupled nature of distributed interaction in large-scale networks, VANET for instance, mainly
because of its decoupling properties. In Fact, publish/subscribe-based schemes achieve at least two
dimensions of decoupling: 1◦ ) Space decoupling: subscribers are interested in getting the information
they want regardless of who published or how this information is published in the network and 2◦ )
Time decoupling: publishers and subscribers do not need to interact at the same time. Our designed
publish/subscribe mechanism for VANET insures both of them.
In this section, we will be discussing our proposed publish/subscribe interaction scheme from the
algorithmic, the functional, and the architectural perspectives. But before doing so, we will start first by
arguing our choices regarding the underlying routing protocols we use in our approach.
3.1. Discussion
A traditional publish/subscribe system model relies on an event notification service (or broker) that
stores and manages subscriptions, thus, acting as a mediator between publishers and subscribers. In
VANET, we cannot expect any dedicated server (or service) that will play such a role. Nodes themselves should act as mediators as well as publishers and subscribers. This makes designing a scalable
publish/subscribe scheme well suited to VANET environments extremely challenging.
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Two main approaches have been proposed to support the publish/subscribe paradigm in MANET in
general and in VANET in particular: a structured-based approach (like [44]) and a gossip-based approach
(i.e. BubbleStorm [40]). The former requires the nodes to be organized into a sort of overlay structure
and builds the publish/subscribe methods on top of it. The latter uses gossiping for information exchange
which supposes that a query or publication will sufficiently populate a large portion of the network so that
their paths intersect at some rendezvous nodes with high probability. Although, the first approach suffers
from the disadvantage of introducing an additional overhead for structure construction and maintenance,
it achieves better efficiency in comparison to the second which introduces additional computation and
storage costs due to the intermittent connectivity issues in VANET. Since we want to guarantee a high
level of service delivery to the participants in the network without affecting non-interested parties, we
favor the structure-based approach over the gossip-based one.
In most structure-based approaches proposed for VANET, Content based data dissemination, where
information is routed based on the content rather than the destination address, is proposed as an efficient
publish/subscribe scheme. But again CBR requires a one-tree structure network topology [25], almost
impossible to maintain when the size of the network increases. The high mobility of nodes in the network
may make this tree maintenance issue even worse since a tree may become partitioned into a number of
trees leading to serious issues finding a path to merge those trees.
To take advantage of the benefits of CBR and reduce its disadvantages, we decide to allow more
than one tree structure in the network. Each tree will represent a cluster whose size and depth are
appropriately chosen to allow a proper maintenance of the trees. In our structure, we use CBR for
intra-cluster communications; subscriptions of all members of the cluster are forwarded to a cluster-head
and updated regularly to deal with the continuous movement of the nodes. This is done using the same
algorithm we already presented in [27,28] and which we will be reviewing in the next section.
For inter-cluster communication, many possible solutions can be considered depending on whether
infrastructure exists or not. If roadside stations are available, clusters will be interconnected using the
infrastructure as depicted in Fig. 1. However, since a widespread presence of roadside stations cannot
be guaranteed at any time and place, two options can be considered: The first is to use a flooding-based
approach (i.e. Document flooding (DF) [44]) to exchange subscription summarizations and publications
among clusterheads in the network. The second is to take advantage of the performance efficiency
achieved by deploying DTN routing [18] to disseminate subscriptions and publications between clusters.
In our structure, we decide to use DTN routing for inter-cluster communication and let cluster-heads
which have heard a publication buffer the packet and forward it as soon as a new approaching cluster-head
vehicle is detected or a roadside station is in its vicinity.
In summary, our approach suggests a hybrid publish/subscribe scheme for VANET where CBR is used
for intra-cluster communication and DTN routing for inter-cluster communication. Figure 2 summarizes
our proposed network structure.
3.2. Tree construction
As we mentioned earlier, we allow more than one tree structure to exist in the network. Each tree
represents a cluster where the root of the tree (i.e. clusterhead) should maintain an up-to-date subscription
summary of all members in its cluster. The clusterhead should also be able to route publications to
interested vehicles using CBR. Since a node might join or leave the cluster at any time, the tree should
also be able to maintain itself and, depending on the proximity of nodes, merge itself with another tree.
Our intra-cluster structure considers the following roles to set up a routing infrastructure:
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Fig. 1. Infrastructure-based vehicular network.

Fig. 2. Our proposed network structure for infrastructure-free vehicular network.

– Clusterhead: node responsible for summarizing subscriptions of the cluster members and forwarding
them to other clusters. It is also responsible for delivering publications to interested nodes inside
the cluster.
– Broker: node acting mainly as a relay. Each broker holds a subscription table used to determine
how to disseminate subscriptions/publications along the tree.
– Subscriber: a node which expresses its interest in a service (or a set of services).
– Publisher: any entity in the network that publishes information about services in which vehicles
might be interested.
To form a cluster, each node needs to know its neighbors’ interests (i.e. subscriptions). Like other
routing protocols for VANET, we consider that each node broadcasts a Hello message each Hello Interval
seconds to announce its existence to neighboring nodes. When a node is no longer receiving those
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Table 1
Acronyms and definitions

NodeIDi
ClusterIDi
Heighti
Max Height
Leveli
ParentIDi
Child listi
CH Flagi
Subscription Table

A unique identifier of node i, it could be a MAC address
The id of the root node of the tree to which node i belongs
The maximum number of nodes separating a leaf from the root in the tree to which node i belongs.
This value is the same for all members of a cluster, but could vary in time if a node joins or leaves
the cluster
The maximum height allowed for a tree. This value is fixed to allow a proper maintenance of the
trees
The number of nodes separating node i from the root. The immediate neighbors of the root are on
the first level
The identifier of the neighbor parent of node i
Identifiers of the neighboring childs of node i
A flag indicating whether node i is a clusterhead or not.
A list of pairs (NodeID, subscription list) maintained by each node

messages from a neighbor, it means that this neighbor disappeared or moved out of the transmission range
of the current node. Hello messages will also serve to update cluster members and nodes’ subscriptions.
To achieve this, each Hello message should contain some necessary information to maintain the tree
such as the node Id, the cluster Id, the height of the tree, the level of the node and the subscription table
(or a part of it, in case a change in the nodes’ subscriptions occurs) as described in Table 1. However,
depending on whether the node is already a member of a cluster or not, the format of these messages
might vary.
Initially, when a node enters the system, it tries to join an existing cluster by listening to the broadcasted
Hello messages sent by neighbors and by considering as a parent the node whose signal is the strongest
and whose level is strictly smaller than the maximum height allowed for the tree. A child cannot have
two parents because the tree should not contain any cycles. If no such node exists, the node considers
itself to be a clusterhead.
Each node broadcasts a hello message with the information listed above along with its interests if there
are any. Upon receiving a hello message, a neighboring node will update its local information (ClusterID,
level, Child list... etc.). Moreover, each node should maintain heartbeats of its neighboring nodes (i.e.
parent and children): After receiving a Hello message from a neighbor, a timer is set to a certain value.
If this timer expires without receiving any hello messages from this neighbor, this neighbor will be
considered unreachable and is removed from the list of neighbors maintained by the node. Particularly,
if a node loses its parent, it should initialize its local parameters to the default ones (Fig. 3, initialization
section) to either join another cluster or build its own tree. To avoid cycles, we also consider that only
roots of the trees can issue the merging process. Figure 3 shows our proposed algorithm for processing
hello messages.
3.3. Subscriptions and publications dissemination
Now that the trees are constructed and properly maintained thanks to the merging and dissociation
processes explained earlier, subscriptions and publications can now be forwarded along the constructed
links of the tree. Our idea is to exploit hello messages to communicate the node subscriptions to other
nodes in the cluster and especially to the clusterhead. Each node (broker) will maintain a subscription
table containing its interests, if any, along with the neighboring nodes’ interests. Each node will send
its subscription table only once; unless a change in this subscription table occurs (a node inserted a new
interest or changed a subscription for example). If so, only the affected lines in the table will be sent in
the following hello message.
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Fig. 3. Hello messages processing algorithm.

Publications will be routed along the path set up by subscriptions to interested subscribers only. This
is the same approach as CBR. Moreover, each clusterhead will have to forward publications to other
clusters either using infrastructure if available or DTN routing if no roadside stations are present.
4. Implementation details and simulation results
In order to assess the actual feasibility and prove the validity of our framework, we run exhaustive
simulations and report on our proposed protocol performance over several scenarios, varying from a
fully infrastructure-based scenario characterized by a large presence of roadside stations to a scenario in
which no infrastructure is available as this represents the more challenging case for our protocol.
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Fig. 4. CaaS model architecture in Opnet.

4.1. Simulation environment
As simulation platform, we used Opnet simulator, an event-driven, network simulation tool, which
allows an easy implementation of all model elements. The hierarchical assembly in OPNET is done in
three main layers: a) The node model which specifies the main blocks and parameters of a node and
provides an interface to the network element, b) the process model which defines the states and the
state transitions of the node model elements and abstracts the behavior of the network element. C/C++
code that governs each state of a process model can be rapidly customized. OPNET Kernel Procedure
APIs exist to facilitate development and support common communications mechanisms, such as packets,
queues, and traffic, and c) the network model which contains the set of nodes and defines links between
them.
4.2. Implementation details
We implemented CaaS as a new custom proactive VANET routing protocol that interfaces with IP
through UDP. Our protocol has the following features:
–
–
–
–

Neighbor sensing mechanism.
Fast topology change detection via periodic hello messages exchange.
Neighboring nodes’ subscription table maintenance and update.
Maintenance of the cluster topology (route to members of the cluster and their subscriptions) by the
clusterhead.
– DTN routing between a clusterhead and another clusterhead when no infrastructure is available.
Before explaining how these functionalities are evaluated, we need to briefly introduce the node model
architecture of a VANET vehicle, running CaaS, in Opnet.
4.2.1. CaaS architecture model
The node model of a VANET vehicle running CaaS (or any other proactive VANET routing protocol)
in Opnet is shown in Fig. 4. We created our protocol as a child process of manet rte mgr module
which provides a common interface to multiple VANET routing protocols and is extensible for custom
protocols. In Fact, manet rte mgr module is suitable for our situation because it is already interfaced to
UDP, so no new “protocol number” is needed. IP simply thinks of the custom protocol as UDP on a port
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Fig. 5. Set of routing protocols contributing entries to the common IP route table.

and once the port is set up, all we need is to send packets to UDP and have a receiver to get those packets
from UDP. This module is either invoked by UDP through a stream interrupt (i.e., a packet for CaaS
child process) or when CaaS child process directly sends packet to UDP on the connected port number.
It is worth to mention that a process in Opnet is an instance of a process model and can dynamically
create child processes and respond to interrupts.
In order to implement CaaS as a custom VANET routing protocol in Opnet, few steps need to
be carefully performed. We need first to add CaaS to the list of dynamic routing protocol already
implemented in Opnet and enumerated in the corresponding IP header files. Examples of these protocols
include those listed in Fig. 5-a.
The CaaS process employs a routing table to keep track of valid routes to destination nodes. CaaS
routing table is implemented as a hash table indexed by an IP address. CaaS routing table is populated
and updated via Hello messages. OPNET implements packet forwarding within the IP module which
uses a Common IP Routing Table. This routing table is updated and maintained by the routing protocol
configured for the simulation study. Thus, CaaS and other routing protocols, in addition to maintaining
their internal routing tables are also responsible for updating routing table at IP layer. Therefore, CaaS
needs to be added to the list of those protocols that operate on IP Common Route Table as depicted in
Fig. 5-b.
The second step is to create a new child process for CaaS and attach it to the parent manager process.
This will be fully explained in the next section.
4.2.2. CaaS process model
Before proceeding with the implementation of any protocol in Opnet, a process model of this protocol
needs to be created. Process Modeling Methodology (PMM) is a systematic approach to creating process
models in OPNET Modeler and is considered to be the quickest and most efficient method of development
thanks to the consistency of results it provides. Figure 6 shows our proposed process model for CaaS.
Our process model is composed of a forced (green) state and an unforced (red) state. The difference
between the two is that the former is a non blocking state that deals with the initialization phase of nodes,
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Fig. 6. CaaS process model.

Fig. 7. A vehicle node attributes.

local and global parameters definition and attributes reading while the latter is a blocking state waiting
for invocation.
The Simulation Kernel operates by maintaining an event list for the entire simulation. As the simulation
executes, the Simulation Kernel manages a list of events to take place. As each event reaches the top
(or head) of that list, it becomes an interrupt. Interrupts are often delivered to specific modules, and
this occurrence is what activates the module’s process model. All transitions in CaaS process model are
from idle back to itself. Three interrupts are scheduled to occur: 1◦ ) a publication is scheduled to be
sent (PUB EXPIRY condition), 2◦ ) a subscription needs to be advertized (SUB EXPIRY condition), and
3◦ ) A simple hello message (mainly used for topology control) needs to be sent. A default transition is
used because if there is a different type of interrupt, other than the three mentioned above, there must
be a transition that the process model can follow. The default transition handles these different interrupt
types. A transition with condition “default” is true if and only if no other conditions are true.
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Fig. 8. CaaS network model.

Three different timers manage those three interrupts. In the waiting state, the arrival of one of the
three packet types previously sent is properly handled using the algorithm we explained in details in the
previous section.
The child process can later be attached to the parent manager process. CaaS specific attributes, such as
the hello interval attribute, should also be added to manet rte mgr model attributes (Fig. 7) so they can
be seen while configuring the protocol at a node. Attributes will be parsed by the child process model.
4.3. Simulation settings
As a first experiment, we focused on a fully infrastructure-based scenario in which a large presence of
roadside stations is considered. Our goal is twofold: on one hand we want to prove the correctness of
CaaS, and on the other hand we want to evaluate the dissemination of publications to interested parties
inside the clusters (i.e., intra-cluster structure).
The simulation scenario we used is shown in Fig. 8. Our network model consists of a 3Km x 3Km area
in which 80 vehicles and 8 roadside units running CaaS are present. Some vehicles move in clockwise
direction, and others move in counter-clockwise direction, both at a speed of maximum 110 Km/h.
Opnet allows defining custom and realistic mobility patterns for each vehicle to meet most complex
road topology requirements. We use 802.11b wireless radio interface (data rate 11 Mbps and 2 mW
transmission power). Other simulation parameters are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. WLAN simulation parameters.

Each roadside station acts like a router with two interfaces: a wireless interface running CaaS and
automatically subscribing to receiving all kinds of publications) and an Ethernet interface connecting the
station to the backbone network. The node model of the roadside base station is shown in Fig. 10.
We, later, progressively reduce the number of roadside units to assess the impact of the additional
DTN routing in such scenario.
4.4. Simulation results
In all our experiments, we measure the publication delivery ratio, expressed as the number of subscribers that successfully received publications they subscribed to receiving, the average delay between
publication advertizing and their reception, and the traffic overhead defined as the number of transmissions received per minute by each vehicle. We later compare CaaS against a classic epidemic
approach [42]. Results are averaged over multiple runs.
Simulation results show that the delivery ratio is 100% in a fully infrastructure-based network as
depicted in Fig. 11. All subscribers (a total of ten subscribers in our simulation) have successfully
received at least one publication regarding the service they subscribed to, which demonstrates the
correctness of CaaS intra-cluster structure. Nevertheless, despite this important result, assuming a
widespread presence of roadside units is unrealistic in many scenarios. For this particular reason, we
decided to reduce progressively the number of those roadside stations and observe the impact of this on
the delivery ratio.
Remarkably, publication delivery is above 90% even if no roadside stations are available (as depicted
in Fig. 12). This is mainly due to DTN routing deployment in which clusterheads buffer publications
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Fig. 10. Node model of the roadside base station.

Fig. 11. Publication delivery in a fully infrastructure-based scenario.
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Fig. 12. Publication delivery in an infrastructure-free scenario.

and then forward them to other clusterheads when they are in their vicinity. When infrastructure is not
available, transmitting publications to clusterheads that are going in the opposite direction represents
the most favorable case for our protocol even if the connection between the two vehicles lasts only few
seconds, as they act as information carriers that will rapidly alert vehicles going in the opposite direction
about events affecting their route. The delay of publication reception in an infrastructure-free scenario
is, however, higher than that of a fully infrastructure-based scenario. Figure 9-b shows that it takes at
least 20 seconds to inform 90% of the subscribers about an event affecting their route while it was almost
instantaneous in a fully infrastructure-based network. This is due to the multihop nature of transmission
in pure VANET and intermittent connectivity issues, causing delays in packets buffering and appropriate
neighbor finding.
To put our work in the context of related efforts, we also compared our protocol with an epidemic
approach [42], in which all vehicles (subscribers and non-subscribers) buffer each message received and
retransmit it to all neighbors which have not heard that message yet. In our experiment, we consider an
infrastructure-free network since this is the most challenging situation for our protocol.
Simulation parameters are kept the same as in previous scenarios. We will not focus on comparing
the delivery ratio since it is quite high for both protocols. Therefore, our main concern will be more
about the network overhead induced by assuming that all communication in this experiment relies on
vehicle-to-vehicle technology. Figure 13 shows that structuring the network into clusters significantly
reduces the overall network overhead. This is explained by the fact that CaaS delivers publications only
to interested vehicles inside the cluster, instead of all vehicles in the network. Moreover, since each
clusterhead maintains a subscription table of all members of the cluster, it will not systematically forward
all received publications to members of the cluster unless they are interested in receiving them, which
confirm our claims of message overhead reduction.
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Fig. 13. Network overhead in CaaS and in epidemic routing.

5. Concluding remarks and future work
In this paper, We introduced a new solution for VANETs, referred to as Cooperation as a Service
(CaaS), that allows providing vehicles/drivers, which are willing to cooperate, with some sets of services
using very minimal infrastructure, by taking advantage of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications.
To tackle the infrastructure-less nature of these networks, organize our network into clusters that can be
properly maintained and to use CBR for intra-cluster communications and DTN routing for inter-cluster
ones.
We designed Cooperation as a Service (CaaS) to mainly provide drivers with services for free using
vehicles’ cooperation. There is one more theme that will contribute to shape CaaS in a more effective
way: privacy (of location and motion patterns) and security (mainly, confidentiality and protection from
DOS (Denial of Service) attacks). We did not dwell on the privacy/security topic in this paper because
we chose to focus on conventional network layer aspects. However, two trends are clear. The need
of a Certificate Authority (CA) will require efficient connection to Internet Servers. At the same time,
to handle protection from bogus attacks in situations when they are disconnected from the Internet,
or it is simply too time consuming to consult the Internet CA, the mobile users must organize in P2P
communities and use majority rules and/or elect proxy mobile CAs to resolve security issues [16].
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